OFF THE FLOOR

HOUSE NATION
Marseille resident DJ
HEDI, aka Farid Slimani,
has also put his money
where his heart is with
his new Back In The
House film. So put your
house under arrest,
chill the hell out, get
your mates around,
and party like it’s
1999… at the Tunnel
Club in NYC! Here, he
tells DJ Mag how DJ
culture has changed…
Hello Hedi, tell us a bit about yourself and your
journey in dance music…
“I started going out when I was 13-14 to a halfgay/straight house club. The DJ was playing
New York stuff, Chicago, it was just amazing — I
was the youngest person there. There were drag
queens, lawyers, thugs, models, fashionistas,
happy handbag, etc, etc...
“It was delicate because we dressed with short
t-shirts, sweating with ecstasy, and so my
mother thought that I was gay or a junkie or
worse, just made stupid by this new culture…”
You've created a documentary on NYC — why?
“It was always the music of high school, and it
followed me because I listened to a constant
loop of the tapes of house music from the clubs
(Frankie Knuckes, Morales, MAW, Todd Terry, to
name a few…).”
And how did the film come about?
“I had a buddy supervisor at high school and
I got on well with the professor of theatre
— he encouraged me to purchase a camera
in the second-hand market. With a taste for
adventure, we decided to go to New York with
€150 for the week... I took the opportunity,
took the camera, I was barely 18 years old so it
was not easy to get into the clubs, but the pull
was strong. And in New York I discovered places
like the Sound Factory, Limelight, Twilo, Tunnel,
Palladium, Vinyl etc... and I met all my idols. It
was like when I came to London in 1993-94 to
the Ministry Of Sound on Eurostar, it was brand
new!”
What's the story?
“At the time it was a question of making just the
skeleton of a film, like a memory — recording,
and then returning to France without trying
to create a real history or something with a
synopsis. The images stock-piled in my young
adult room.
“After a while our images become a bit obsolete
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against the new arrivals Daft Punk, Dimitri,
Cassius, Bob Sinclar, Gregory etc… but Laurent
Garnier, DJ Deep are the pillars of this story.
However, they remain in the underground, so
we have no support in France.
“Then I met Thomas Bangalter of Daft Punk who
invited us to Miami because everyone is there.
We have no means, our material is rotten but we
are so happy to meet everyone — Romanthony,
Blaze, Morillo, Van Helden, Moodymann, Mad
Mike, MK, Judy Weinstein, Kerri, Joe Claussell
etc, etc — and especially to collect promo
copies! In the end, I decided to produce and
edit this film 20 years later!”
And what does that scene look like now?
“It was a glorious age of music. All the talent
was top-notch and the DJ stars had a real power
between love, peace, and unity. There was a
message in the music and a real art to being in
the mix.
My history and the encounters I have made
through clubs, music, trends, fashions — it's a
bit like in the golden age of jazz in the clubs, or
the ’60s, or ’70s.
“I think I was there at the right time, ’94-'98
was the golden age of house music. In 2000
something went wrong to disturb everything
— maybe the internet, maybe CDs, maybe
introduction of elements like money, DJ
indexing…”
So how do you find the culture now?
“Today, I find that this culture has lost its
flavour. First because the DJs have aged but

they are always using their same old traditions
of New York or Chicago. The competition
between them is formidable. That talk about
family, but I believe that the country of the
dollar remains the country of the dollar!
“There is always a Top 10 of US DJs like Louie
Vega, Morales, Roger Sanchez, Armand, Kerri,
Kenny Dope, Tenaglia, Todd etc who continue
to travel and play for thousands of Euros, but
ahead of them are young Europeans who play
for dozens or a dozen-thousand Euros — with
zero talent. This culture is really out of line.
“People who have bought thousands of vinyl
records today are bitterly separated, seeing
their idols using a controller or the USB key. It’s
just disappointing for fans who have remained
faithful for almost two decades to see that
Technics gather dust and that it is better to have
a USB key in the evening to play everything,
commercial or underground. The disappearance
of Frankie Knuckles has contributed to the
fall of this culture, and rising rents in NYC has
closed many clubs and shops.”
Where do you see it going?
“I think it will end up like indie music —
somewhat of a rebel on the sidelines, like funk,
or punk, with their codes. Techno explodes and
rejuvenates but house ages without renewing
too much. The public also ages and refuses
these new ‘trends’, like deep house, which these
days has no value, nor flavour. Real house music
is always in my heart, always in my ears.”
•backinthehouse-movie.com

DEPTFORD X 2017 runs from 22nd September to 1st October. Promising
sound artists and experimental visual artists the platform to showcase
their wares, occupying shop windows, libraries, roundabouts, public
walls, railway arches, and pubs, it’s banging like the Fringe. Come steal
their ideas, or perhaps start a new collab (www.deptfordx.org)...
Also in London, Selfridges’ Ultralounge is running a series of showcases,
collaborating with TEM — a London-based collective of audio-visual
designers. They’re demonstrating a post-Bjork immersive digital set
which takes up where Soulwax leave off — it enables both artist and
audience to capture HD live content for social media-sharing. The space
has a 120 capacity; the stage is a modular structure of gauze, mirrors
and lighting which will display live projections and generate visual/audio
reactive effects. All very Coldcut and Hexstatic, it’s on till 2nd October.
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